
Antonia
Dipacho 

Minedition • HB 
ISBN: 9781662650451 • AS-32264 • £16.99
5-11 YEARS

This nearly wordless picture book tells a 
heartwarming and hopeful story of loss 
and new beginnings as a little girl and her 
dog, Antonia, journey with their family 
across a river to start a new life.
AVAILABLE NOW

“Conveys with power one child’s loss from forced migration .” 
Publishers Weekly

My Name is Bilal
Asma Mobin-Uddin, 
illustrated by Barbara Kiwak 

Astra Young Readers • PB 
ISBN: 9781635925135 • AS-32247 • £8.99
5-11 YEARS

After seeing his sister bullied, Bilal thinks it might be best if 
his classmates don’t know that he is Muslim. This is the 
story of a young boy grappling with his identity.
AVAILABLE NOW

“After reading this book, children will have a greater 
appreciation for the Muslim culture and will have no 

problem realizing that love is an action word.” 
Library Media Connection

The Best Eid Ever
Asma Mobin-Uddin, 
illustrated by Laura Jacobsen

Astra Young Readers • PB 
ISBN: 9781635925692 • AS-32594 • £8.99
5-11 YEARS

Young readers can learn about Eid, a religious holiday 
celebrated by Muslim families every year, as well as the Hajj 
pilgrimage, when Muslims travel back to Mecca for the Eid, 
in this picture book about Muslim culture and traditions.
AVAILABLE APRIL 2022

“A good starting place for discussions of cultural differences, 
prejudice, and respect for the beliefs of others.”Booklist
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Great Lives in Graphics: Anne Frank
Button • HB arlin 
ISBN: 9781787080560  • GMBUT-30464 • £9.99
8-12 YEARS

You may already know that Anne Frank wrote a diary, but did you know she 
had a pet cat called Moortje? Or that another cat called Mouschi lived with 
her in hiding? This graphic retelling of Anne’s story gives children a visual 
snapshot of her life and the world she grew up in, while educating them on 
everything from World War II to the dangers of prejudice.

Great Lives in Graphics: Martin Luther King Jr
Button • HB arlin 
ISBN: 9781787080560 • GMBUT-30460 • £9.99
8-12 YEARS

This graphic retelling of Martin Luther King’s story gives children a visual 
snapshot of his life and the world in which he grew up, while educating 
them on everything from civil rights to the power of words.

Also available in the Great Lives in Graphics Series

ISBN: 9781787081130
GMBUT-50751

ISBN: 9781787081147  
GMBUT-50752

ISBN: 9781787081215
GMBUT-50885

ISBN: 9781787080515
GMBUT-30424

ISBN: 9781787080645
GMBUT-30468

ISBN: 9781787081154
GMBUT-50767

ISBN: 9781787081116
GMBUT-50746

ISBN: 9781787080591
GMBUT-30463  
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Garvey’s Choice
Nikki Grimes 

Wordsong • PB 
ISBN: 9781635925111 • AS-32268 • £8.99
8-12 YEARS

When his only friend encourages him to join the 
school chorus, Garvey’s life changes. The chorus 
finds a new soloist in Garvey and, through 
chorus, Garvey finds a way to accept himself. A 
novel in verse.
AVAILABLE NOW

Becoming Billie Holiday
Carole Boston Weatherford, Illustrated by Floyd Cooper

Wordsong • PB 
ISBN: 9781635925579 • AS-32602 • £9.99
5-11 YEARS

Through a sequence of raw and poignant 
poems, award-winning poet Carole Boston 
Weatherford chronicles the singer’s young 
life, her fight for survival and the dream she 
pursued with passion.
AVAILABLE NOW

The Story of You
Lisa Ann Scott, illustrated by Sue Cornelison

Astra Young Readers • HB 
ISBN: 9781635923117 • AS-32249 • £16.99
5-11 YEARS

No one can tell you who you are —it’s all up to you! You write your story with your actions and words. This 
dynamic picture book for readers of all ages features lush illustrations that bring universal situations to 
light, including ways to be brave, bold and kind, as well as knowing when you’ve made a mistake. This is a 
book with a message: you are what you say and do.
AVAILABLE NOW

One Boy’s Choice
Sueli Menezes, illustrated by Anika Siems

Minedition • HB 
ISBN: 9781662650031 • AS-32622 • £15.99
5-11 YEARS

This is a story of environmental awareness that also touches on fatherhood and the 
importance of living in harmony with nature. Perfect for our times.
AVAILABLE NOW

“Readers will find a generous assortment of recommended reading 
and listening at the end of this proud, clear-voiced testimonial.”Booklist

“This graceful novel risks stretching beyond easy, reductive 
constructions of black male coming-of-age stories and delivers a 

sincere, authentic story of resilience and finding one’s voice.”Kirkus Reviews



Kindness Counts 123
R. A. Strong, illustrated by Ekaterina Trukhan

Highlights • HB 
ISBN: 9781684376520 • HI-31093 • £12.99
UNDER 5 YEARS

Thoughtful illustrations of children showing kindness 
and generosity will help kids learn the important 
concepts of empathy and compassion while counting 
down the many ways to be kind.
AVAILABLE NOW

ABCs of Kindness
Samantha Berger, illustrated by Ekaterina Trukhan

Highlights • HB 
ISBN: 9781684376513 • HI-31092 • £12.99
UNDER 5 YEARS

Starting with A and ending with Z, this beautifully 
illustrated book will show young readers the many 
ways they can make the world a kinder place.
AVAILABLE NOW

Learning Kindness
Highlights

Highlights • PB 
ISBN: 9781644726648 • HI-32299 • £12.99 inc VAT
5-11 YEARS

This workbook helps children build social-emotional 
learning skills by combining letter and number 
puzzles and practice with activities about kindness, 
empathy, friendship and cooperation.
AVAILABLE NOW

We’re Better Together
Eileen Spinelli, illustrated by Ekaterina Trukhan

Highlights • HB 
ISBN: 9781644723289 • HI-32092 • £12.99
UNDER 5 YEARS

This celebration of coming together to solve 
problems, support communities and honor 
everyone’s differences is perfect for young children 
who are learning about empathy and cooperation.
AVAILABLE NOW

We’re Better Together
Eileen Spinelli, illustrated by Ekaterina Trukhan

Highlights • PB 
ISBN: 9781644726280 • HI-32293 • £5.99 inc. VAT
5-11 YEARS

Cooperation, helping and working together are 
beautifully illustrated in this book that demonstrates 
the joys of community and teamwork for young 
readers.
AVAILABLE NOW
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